2019 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Strategic aim:
To provide an innovative, child centred and researched based bilingual learning environment, where students are achieving and making accelerated progress in
relation to the national standards and their individual learning success, with a focus on collaboration (mahi ngātahi), hauora and self-regulated learning
(rangatiratanga).
Annual aim:
To accelerate targeted student outcomes, digital fluency and Māori language ability.
Baseline data:
Reading:
87.5% of year 7 students are ‘at curriculum level’ with 0% above
Writing:
24% of students are below their curriculum level with only 13% above. Target groups are being formed to help with our writing statistics. Each class will have a
target group in writing.
Mathematics:
87.5% of year 7 students are ‘at curriculum level’ with 0% above
Digital Fluency:
Below is the ranking for teachers at our school from Emma Planicka (Digital Learning PLD Ltd).

Targets:
-Using the school’s inquiry process, increase / accelerate oral and written language ability through targeted groups focused on drama, storytelling and English.
-To increase digital fluency to enhance current practice and open different ways to learn and teach
-To increase te reo matatini across the staff, students and community to further extend our cultural responsiveness
Student achievement targets in Reading
1 – For the year 7 students who are at the national curriculum level to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand Curriculum to be
above standard
Student achievement targets in Writing
-For those students who are not at standard in years 4-8 to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand Curriculum through the use
of the ALL programme and increased use of drama and storytelling
Student achievement targets in Mathematics
2 – For the year 7 students who are at the national curriculum level to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand Curriculum to be
above standard
CoL Achievement Challenges:
-To lift achievement in Mathematics for all students in years 1 – 10, with a particular focus on our Pasifika students

-To lift achievement in Writing of all students in years 1 – 10, with a particular focus on Boys in year 9 & 10
-To lift achievement in Science for all students in years 1 – 8, with a particular focus on Māori and Pasifika students
-To lift achievement in Science for year 9 & 10 Māori and Pasifika students
-Hauora - increasing students ability to manage self, transition between institutions and grow in resilience
-Catholic Character - develop capacity of our teachers, and enhance our educational pathways - therefore having a direct influence on the educational success of our
students
Actions to achieve targets
Curriculum/Teaching and Learning (Acceleration)
-Review, teach and accelerate students in ‘the Arts’
-Provide music tuition for GATE students and interested students
-Develop the whakataukī ‘Kia kawea tātou e te rēhia’ as a reason for doing things and for sharing
learning and developing our key competencies
-Increase oral and written language ability through a targeted group focused on drama, storytelling
and English using spirals of inquiry.
-Target students and priority students identified and targets made for them by all teachers. Data feed
to the board monthly. (national priorities- reading/writing/mathematics)
-All ‘at risk’ students to have ILP created and used
-Focus on priority learners effectively through using our CaAP tool to choose appropriate interventions
for students including ALL (Accelerating Literacy Learning) school wide
-Develop GATE programme
Digital Fluency (Collaboration, Regulated Learning)
-Complete optimum device ratio
-Increase digital competency throughout the school through professional development with Cyclone
(National Priority-Digital literacy)
-Prepare for the digital technologies curriculum
Māori Language/Culture (Hauora of Māori)
-Increase amount and importance of the Māori language as treaty partners by increasing instruction of
and in te reo Māori (Level 4a/4b for years 2-8, Level 5 for years 1)
-Increase staff te reo and tikanga knowledge through school wide learning / focuses
-Establish an extension te reo Māori group for GATE learners in Māori and to those of Māori descent.
The group will support and increase language use in the school
-Introduce Māori readers and Ora Ake home learning programme
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D.P.
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Summary
Using the school’s inquiry process, increase / accelerate oral and written language ability through targeted groups focused on drama, storytelling and
English.
See documents labelled ‘Target group #_’ for data/evidence/discussion/recommendations, actions made and recommendations for the group. Below is a short summary of
this data. We again had roll growth this year at various age groups, which has changed comparisons in some cases. As we have roughly 15 per year group, one child makes
a difference. It is important to read the attached data. This has been shown to the BOT monthly for overseeing.
Data/Evidence:
See attached documents for progress, actions, diagnostic and summative data on target groups.
Discussion/Recommendations:
Throughout attached documents.
To increase digital fluency to enhance current practice and open different ways to learn and teach
Data/Evidence
We continued our work in digital fluency this year to complete our contract with Digital Learning PLD. Below are snapshots from our PLD final report which shows
our gains in digital fluency as a staff and based on out PLD outcomes.
Baseline: Below is the ranking for teachers at our school from Emma Planicka (Digital Learning PLD Ltd) in 2018
Below this is 2019 to conclude the PLD.

Resource wise we are 1:1 now throughout the school with ipads all controlled by us.
Discussion/Recommendations:
Form a rotation plan for ICT.
Implement the digital technologies curriculum with assistance from Digital Learning Ltd.
To increase te reo matatini across the staff, students and community to further extend our cultural responsiveness
Data/Evidence
Another year of staff professional development has been completed including weekly PLD in staff meetings. Students learnt to name all nouns in their classrooms over
the year as a school wide goal. Te reo reading and writing programmes have been used effectively this year. Te reo readers are part of our homework programme and
more have been added to our reader resource. Story telling has been done in Māori by teachers with 50 students re-writing a Māori myth and legend in te reo. The
Principal applied for and has been accepted for a term long Māori speaking course run by Ngai Tahu. Extension te reo Māori classes have been run and made a huge
difference to reo gains in these students. This can be seen below.

NZCER Te Reo Māori adaptive test
Room 5-(excluding extension group) 0.43 stage gains
Room 6-(excluding extension group) 0.14 stage gains
Room 7-(excluding extension group) 0.37 stage gains
Extension group- 1.125 stage gains (Two of which have achieved the highest stage possible with 2 and 3 stage gains.)
- An extension group was formed including the two GAT students. Option given to top students from senior three rooms along with Māori students from these room. A
cap of around 20 students and occurred for an afternoon on a Monday so work can be taken back to classrooms and tuakana/teina can happen with extension students
teaching others.
-Josh shared quizlets with all teachers made from weekly learning.
-Use of ‘Lanuagenut’ at school trial. Some success was had here but many problems with the app.
-Increased signage and visual Māori. Reception, on walls in office and entrance. It was requested teachers make Māori versions when putting up signs introducing work
in class.
Discussion/Recommendations:
Extension group added an extra hour of work to a normal 2.5hrs a week. It made a clear difference. Unsure what did, experience of teacher, total time in another
language. Whatever the case, it has highlighted classes and teachers that need more work. The extension group teacher may work with Room 6 as a model.
Noticeable concerns that need to be addressed through a recent survey, a section to focus on in next year’s charter.
Māori use and knowledge data (from NZCER Taku Reo Student Survey):
Section: Speaking Māori at Home
This section has us at almost identical to national averages throughout the year groups. Family mainly never use and if so, sometimes. One or two in each survey use
often, which we assume, are motivated or Māori parents. The main thing that is bluntly obvious is that there is VERY LITTLE MĀORI USE AT HOME.
Section: Across the Whole School
In 5/7 of these cultural questions, we are out performing the national average by a significant amount. A little lower scores on average in year 4, possibly due to question
confusion. High responses, well above national norms in singing and speaking te reo Māori in assemblies, and pōwhiri to welcome people and signs in te reo Māori not
too bad (perhaps not 100% due to school sign being only in English. However, a few signs still exist that are not bilingual (reception, radio).
Low results: We are below norms in all age groups in ‘hearing Māori spoken in the playground’, this tells us, and they are learning and improving but not using much.
Also, really low results for speaking Māori with friends. This tells us, we need to do work on day-to-day use and simple phrases.
Section: Use of Te Reo in the Classroom
Positives (above national averages):
-Teachers giving instructions in te reo Māori
-My class practises how to say words correctly
-Praise given in te reo Māori (except Room 6)
-Singing waiata in class
-My teacher reads to us in te reo Māori (above average but could improve)
Improvement needed:
-Count and colours-We feel this is a question of little value and a disregarding it.
-All three classes have below averages for ‘greeting each other in te reo Māori’, data suggests this needs to be a focus in each class, perhaps introductions become a focus
again to start the year.

Student achievement targets in Reading
1 – For the year 7 students who are at the national curriculum level to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand Curriculum to be
above standard
Data/Evidence
Baseline: 87.5% of year 7 students are ‘at curriculum level’ with 0% above
End of the year: 39% of students of this sub group achieved above standard. This achieved the objective of this target in reading, as we wanted to get some extension
work going with this group. Their teacher worked hard providing opportunities for extension. The teacher provided the practices that work best to accelerate student
learning. Small group instruction on a five day cycle, 15-20 minutes each. Using a range of resources, encouragement during intensive comprehension. Expected
outcomes of a high standard to demonstrate higher- level thinking. Sharing their work in class, feedback, sharing working via Seesaw Reading mileage, in class, being
read to, reading at home. Creating learning environment that actively encourages a love of reading.
Discussion/Recommendations
Two students from this group of students who were just ‘at’ last year did not quite achieve this year and now sit just below. These two students struggled to stay
motivated in mathematics throughout the year despite their teacher’s efforts. The other student is new to school.

Student achievement targets in Writing
-For those students who are not at standard in years 4-8 to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand Curriculum through the use of
the ALL programme and increased use of drama and storytelling
Baseline:
Final
Final
2018
2019
2019 – students arriving over the year (12)
Below: 28%
28%
25%
At: 61%
55%
56%
Above: 11%
17%
19%
The data for our older students has shown significant gains this year using drama and storytelling to enhance what we are already doing with all. More detail is found
in the target groups 5-7. Disregarding students who arrived throughout the year, totalling 12 students from this group of 72 (84 inclusive) a reduction of 3% in below
writers but more noticeably a gain of 8% of students moving from ‘at’ through to ‘above’. This indicates to use that the use of storytelling really helps those expand
vocabulary, think more of their audience and detail when speaking of character. More discussion within our target group files.
Student achievement targets in Mathematics
2 – For the year 7 students who are at the national curriculum level to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand Curriculum to be
above standard
Data/Evidence
Baseline: 87.5% of year 7 students are ‘at curriculum level’ with 0% above

End of the year: 44% of students of this sub group achieved above standard. This achieved the objective of this target in mathematics, as we wanted to get some
extension work going with this group. Their teacher worked hard providing opportunities for extension. The teacher provided collaborative problem solving for one
hour per week, mixed ability, and sharing each week to explain how they solved problems in order to make sure that they are also encoding new knowledge. This is
important as it shows the role of TALK in mathematics. Encoding new knowledge and then have additional practice opportunities both self/collaborative. Small group
workshops of no more than 12-15 minutes. Getting students to understand the best strategy to use when working in maths. The more able students encouraged and
became mentors for students. Finding and utilising rich tasks - using the language of maths to frontload and accelerate all students. Moving eight students to above
was a good effort.
Discussion/Recommendations
It is noticeable that also 12.5% of students in well below have moved to below. Two students from this group of students who were just ‘at’ last year did not quite
achieve this year and now sit just below. These two students struggled to stay motivated in mathematics throughout the year despite their teacher’s efforts. The other
student is new to school.

Strategic aim:
The community of St Anne’s Catholic School are actively encouraged and empowered to live their faith through their actions (manaakitanga,
whakawhanaungatanga).
Annual aim:
To develop a community where all members integrate their faith and their life in the spirit of hope filled Christian Witness - Te Whakaatu Karaitiana
Baseline data:
Two staff members need to complete the paper ‘What Catholics believe’.
During weekend Mass, our students are only involved as Altar Servers. We have eight of these.
Targets:
-Increase students and teachers knowledge in Catholic doctrine
-Increase involvement of students in the Mass (especially in the weekend) using developing skills from school music, English and Māori work
-Increase involvement of the community in our faith
-Review our school documents, and revising with more emphasis on our faith
Actions to achieve targets
To develop a community where all members integrate their faith and their life in the spirit of
hope filled Christian Witness - Te Whakaatu Karaitiana
-Increase PD hours and knowledge by either completing or supporting staff completing ‘What
Catholics believe’
-Actively support the two staff members who are Catechumens
-Increase involvement of students and whānau at Mass through increasing ability and confidence in
reading, singing, and playing instruments
-Increase involvement of whānau in prayer life through assemly, the radio, Seesaw, and ideas such as
buddy classes
-Increase understanding of our school, how we work and how we are Christian Witnesses with the
local preschools
-Alter our behaviour management document to include more faith based conversation
Curriculum
-Implement our new homework challenges programme
-Using the Religious Education Bridging Document (REBD) and the charisms of the Mission Sisters
(contemplation, communion, mission), rewrite our statement in our Curriculum Document including
an RE assessment schedule (review suggestion)

Led by

Budget

Timeframe

DRS

Term 1-2

DRS, Principal, All Staff
Principal, DRS, Elly Alridge (Mrs
A’s Music School)
Senior teachers

Term 1-2
Term 1-4

Principal

Term 1-4

Principal, DRS, D.P.
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Principal, Josh Halkett
DRS, Principal, D.P.

Term 1-4

$1500
Term 1-4

Summary
Increase students and teachers knowledge in Catholic doctrine
Data/Evidence:
- Staff members attended all sessions for ‘What Catholics Believe’ and completed the paper. They were supported by the DRS who attended the sessions and met
with the staff members to follow up on learning and assignments.
- Catechumens completed mentoring programme with a staff member.
- All staff supported Catechumens as they continued their faith journey, were available for faith discussions and were present for the Baptism and Confirmation of
the Catechumens. Principal and DRS were sponsors.
Discussion/Recommendations:
- Staff members to sign up for next year's paper. To be supported by the DRS.
- Continue to support the faith development of staff members through staff PD and prayer.
Increase involvement of students in the Mass (especially in the weekend) using developing skills from school music, English and Māori work
Data/Evidence:
- Started up the school choir to support the organist and congregation by singing regularly at Mass. Choir sings three times a term at weekend masses.
- Staff worked with students individually who volunteer to read a prayer aloud at mass.
- Students develop their confidence with speaking loudly and clearly and reading a piece of scripture through classroom morning prayers.
- A number of students have taken music lessons with ‘Mrs A’s Music School’ and performed in a prayer service for the parish community.
Discussion/Recommendations:
- Continue regular participation of choir in the weekend masses.
- Create a songbook of songs the students know to choose from for class masses (bilingual/multilingual).
- Utilise skills of students who have taken music lessons to aid in playing instruments at Mass.
Increase involvement of the community in our faith
Data/Evidence:
- A group of students in the year 5/6 class have been trained in using the radio and broadcast live four times a week. Their broadcast is available for parents in the
area and for classes to access.
- All teachers in the school are now competent users of Seesaw as a means to communicate and connect with whanau, including faith based work.
- Prayer assemblies have been run by the Faith Team and are advertised and open for all family members to join.
- Principal has taken a group of students to the local preschools to develop connections and a sense of community. Students shared their te reo Māori expertise
through reading and games.
- ‘Let’s Go’ transition booklets have been sent to 40 preschools in our surrounding area. These booklets talk about our school in depth and what a special character
school is like.
Discussion/Recommendations:
- Regular prayer assemblies led by each class. Possibly fortnightly.
- Continue radio broadcasting. Work with students to refine script and add more prayer and hymns from classes into the broadcast.
- Continue partnership with preschools.

Review our school documents, and revising with more emphasis on our faith
Data/Evidence:
- Behaviour management document, along with the peer mediation script, have been altered by the DRS to include more faith based conversation. Both documents
are to be utilised next year in the Peer Mediation Programme and in behaviour management systems.
- New homework programme ‘Mahi Kāinga - Ora Ake’ has been developed and implemented based on the model of wellbeing ‘Te Whare Tapu Whā.’ The
programme aids students with increasing their wellbeing by challenging them in the four areas:
Taha Hinengaro - Mental Health
Taha Whānau - Family Health
Taha Tinana - Physical Health
Taha Wairua - Spiritual Health (including Māori spirituality and Catholic spirituality)
- The RE Curriculum document has been updated and rewritten by the DRS and shared for all staff to access.
Discussion/Recommendations:
- Implement new peer mediation and behaviour management programme next year.
- Data is being collected on the homework challenges completed and teacher in charge will continue to update the programme with relevant challenges.
- Staff PD where needed on teaching to the RE curriculum and REBD.

Strategic aim:
To have an actively involved school, parish and parent community that values, nurtures and is involved with students’ learning and hauora through effective
engagement, personal development and communication (atawhai, kotahitanga).
Annual aim:
To increase the school community’s communication, knowledge and involvement in learning and hauora.
Baseline data:
We had 94% families actively participating with ‘Seesaw’ an online portfolio.
Radio is being used for 25 minutes, once a week.
Māori readers have been used in one classroom for homework for one week.
We have meet with Star of the Sea as staff or school once per year for last two years.
Targets:
-Increase parental/community understanding and involvement in all learning
-Revise our home learning programme by implementing the Ora Ake challenges (Tapa Whā - Mahi Kāinga) and Māori readers to our home learning programme
-Introduce the whare tāpere / mātoro model to our school
Actions to achieve targets
Led by
Budget
Timeframe
Communication of Learning
-Use ‘Seesaw’ and ‘Google Classroom’ more effectively to help share and create learning with parents
Emma Planicka
$15,000
Term 1-2
(Digital Learning PLD (as above)
Ltd)
-Have parent meetings including use of Seesaw, Google Classroom, Mathletics, Reading Eggs and reading
Principal, D.P.
Term 1, 3
together
-Increase the amount of radio use and what it is used for including sharing of learning and developing oral
Principal
Term 1-4
language
Hauora / Home learning
-Implement the new Ora Ake challenges (Tapa Whā - Mahi Kāinga)
Principal, senior
Term 1-4
school teachers
-Organise badges, certificates and ‘Ora Ake’ trip
Principal, Josh
$1500
Term 1-4
Halkett
(as above)
-Establish Māori readers in all rooms
Principal
Term 1-4
Community Wide Involvement in Learning
-Form connections with Star of the Sea school as a sister school
Principal
Term 1-4
-Form a whare mātoro within rooms
Individual teachers
Term 1-4
-Create a whare tāpere at the school for assemblies, drama, music, art etc.
Principal
$10,000
Term 1-4
-Perform at the whare tāpere and in the community with a focus on the arts this year due to our school
DRS, All teachers
Term 1-2
wide theme ‘Kia kawea tātou e te rēhia’

Summary
Increase parental/community understanding and involvement in all learning
Data/Evidence
Seesaw, our online interactive portfolio, had 100% of students connected to parents, up from 94% from 2018. 20% of families had both parents connected and
around 10% had grandparents connected as well. Teachers and Office helped any family that needed support with technology to connect on their phones by
walking them through the login/connection steps. Parents were very active in Seesaw classes. Students posted more than 60 items to their own journals and most
students had 100% of these seen by their and other parents. Parents also left many specific comments on students’ posts. Below are two examples of feedback and
interaction between teachers and parents.

The radio station broadcasting range was increased to a much wider range. A small specialist group ran the radio station daily from 12.00-1pm.
Total time:
2018-25minutes a week
2019-4 hours a week
One student from every class shared on the radio daily. Radios were purchased for every class so students could improve their oral language via listening to their
peers. Students were nervous initially when sharing on the radio, however they became more confident over the year. In term four, students waiting to share were
relaxed and excited to share their learning. The radio is seen as another tool to promote confidence in oral language ability.
Skool Loop, a parent communication app. is actively used by parents to share notices, newsletters, and calendar for relevant school information. This was
introduced last year. All families have access to this. Although some parents are not a fan of ‘another app.’ we are sticking with it at the moment as change can be
confusing for many families.
Discussion/Recommendations
We are considering connecting classes to each other so students can see and reflect on other students’ learning, and share this with their parents also.
We would like to see an increase in use by parents in terms of commenting on their child’s/children’s posts.

Revise our home learning programme by implementing the Ora Ake challenges (Tapa Whā - Mahi Kāinga) and Māori readers to our home learning
programme
Data/Evidence:
This was the first year of doing home learning in this way, so prior data does not exist, however, the participation in the first year is encouraging. We have slightly
over half of senior students doing some of these challenges. Nearly half of all senior students completed a minimum of eight, in order to be considered complete for
the year. Students were surveyed at the end of the year about the challenges in all four areas and requested to rate them 1-10 how likely they would be to do that
challenge the next year. This data was used to revise the next year’s challenges. Allowing Yr4 students to do these challenges (originally designed for yr5+) got a lot
of them excited and involved (see 90% involved). Badges and necklaces were developed to reward and track progress. These were designed by a teacher and
produced in large numbers to cover many years of student achievement. 27 students went to Jellie Park for the day as a reward for completing eight challenges.
2019 Student Participation in Home Learning Mahi Kainga Challenges
Year Level

Percent who participated

Percent who completed

4

90

55

5

52

33

6

33

22

7

100

22

8

100

70

Te Reo readers have gone home every week in all classes. In some classes, videos for each reader were posted when the book went home so that parents could hear
correct pronunciation. Classes used on average 40 readers each.

Discussion/Recommendations:
Ora Ake: The 2019 data for participation leaves a little bit of room for us to work on increasing that to 100% across all senior students. This would involve finding
out from students what challenges they liked and what they would like to have added through a senior school wide consultation process. Then refining the students
ideas at a staff meeting to form the new set of challenges. Encourage students to improve the quality of challenges presented though new expectations and
assemblies to show good examples. Build on the success of last year so we see participation and completion data for each cohort increase. Find ways to encourage
more Sāmoan and Filipino students to take up the Ora Ake challenges. Either employing a staff member with cultural knowledge or contacting one who could help
make the challenges would help.
Te Reo Readers: Have students/teachers produce a video for each reader and make them available to all teachers. These can be shared via Seesaw or Google to
parents. It should be encouraged on night one for families to watch the video and just follow along until parents and students can read confidently.
Introduce the whare tapere / mātoro model to our school
Data/Evidence
The idea for a whare tapere and mātoro was discussed at staff meetings as a logical step for a ‘presentation space’ as is often needed in each school. Each senior
class was asked for input of ideas for a design. Student ideas were presented to Mr Wichman and incorporated into the design. In consultation with a landscaper
resulted in an initial sketch, this was refined/altered after speaking with builders.
Sept - Board decided on the builder based on their quote → Grants applied for Oct → Funding/Budget approved by the diocese Dec 2019. We are now at the point of
beginning the building phase of a tapere.
Rm 5&6 put on a production, a musical ‘Maui Catches the Sun’. This involved great acting, singing, prop & costume development, and singing. It was attended by
Mapusaga preschool, the whole St Anne’s school and many parents. It was also shared via Seesaw to a huge number of family members. Practice was completed in a
mātoro in each class. This was discussed in each room and used for drama activities and at lunchtime.
We had a PD meeting with Christchurch Cathedral College to get ideas for what St Anne’s students could ‘look like’ in Drama when arriving in Yr9. These ideas were
presented to the whole St Anne’s staff and spent two sessions putting it into St Anne’s context. The drama curriculum was reviewed and resources were sourced to
support it.

Discussion/Recommendations
Possibly run a full school production next year. This could spread the learning from the two classes to the whole school.
Invest in a bank of props and costumes that encourage students into acting out their favourite stories at the whare tapere.
Develop a bank of drama stories that students have in common so students across classes can play on the whare tapere during lunch with students from other
classes. Either have one class teach a play to another, or have teachers decide on one to all teach.
Choose dramas to learn from a range of backgrounds which connect to students’ cultural, religious, and academic knowledge (e.g., Māori, Sāmoan, scriptural,
historic).

